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1. Ethos of academy, enacted and embedded in encounters and practices of 
(spatial, intellectual, emotional, political) closenesses and distances -> glimpses
from (30 years) network history

2. (The mission of) Research as ethical, educational, intellectual, transformative 
encounters and practices

3. Integration to academic practice: teaching and supervision – “academic 
apprenticeship”

4. Revisiting network mission in the competition university: opening the concept 
of vocational education and alternative academic practices



2. (The mission) Research as ethical, educational, intellectual, 
transformative encounters and practices (examples 
https://vetandculturenetwork.wordpress.com/)

•Historicizing, contextualizing, politicizing VET; problematizing “comparative 
education”, cross-cultural and self-critical sharing of research in process and of 
contemporary practical and policy discourses; encounters with practitioners and 
policy-makers

•Diversifying themes, topics, contexts

•Range of voluntary activities: annual conferences, workshops, supervision, 
communication, dialogues, debates…, joint research proposals and applications

•Diverse joint publishing: website, TUP, Peter Lang, Cambridge scholars, journals…, 
Studies in vocational and continuing education-series (since 2002)

https://vetandculturenetwork.wordpress.com/


Encounters, visits during 1990-1993 -> Hämeenlinna/Tampere 1993 
Vocational education and Culture: Perspectives from history and life history 
(behind camera Richard Aldrich) –> ambition to integrate research & teaching,
interaction with practice and politics; educational nature of encounters



Malta 1996: Vocational education and apprenticeships –> practical, historical 
and geo-political contextualization



Soermarka/Oslo 1997: Work of hands and work of minds in 
times of change –> encountering the diversity of approaches



Aarau 1999: Gender 
perspectives on 
vocational education -> 
encounter of diversities



Erfurt 2002: Marketizing 
and Governance -> 
encounter with slogans and 
fashions around VET



Sharing and caring: communication, documentation, dissemination
Website, Mailing list, Newsletters… Diverse joint publications at different forums and in own series (Peter 
Lang, since 2002) -> BUT: Access? Sharing? Functions?



Mustiala 2003: Occupation and education in transition -> historicizing 
the concepts of work, occupation, industry…



Soermarka 2004: Working knowledge in a Globalizing World; 
Learning at School – Learning at Work -> the inevitably global 
perspective



Joensuu 2005: Transforming politics of 
education and work -> search for 
integrative agenda for collaboration in 
research, teaching and interaction with 
practice and policy



Gilleleje 2006: Convergences and divergences of vocational education -> 
questioning relation between policy-led research and reforms



Baden 2009: Inclusion and Exclusion in a Globalised World -> insights 
to patterns of exclusion beyond national and EU policies



Hattingen 2010: Futures of VET and Culture -> searching for joint 
intellectual agenda



Philipp Gonon & Anja Heikkinen, October 2010 (Drafted during 

ICER conference and joint research seminar in Seoul, SNU): VET 

& Culture: Intellectual Agenda - What happens with VET and VET 

research?

In the intellectual agenda of the research network we identified 

three central themes: what happens to VET and VET research, 

where the agency and ownership in VET and VET research is, and 

how VET and VET research is being negotiated, discussed with 

critical, cross-cultural and historicizing approach.

In order to assess the role and status of VET today and in the 

future, we would like to raise issues related to the value, position 

and prospects in policy and research. We will collect different 

voices, specifically from different countries and regions. Out of this 

account an international and transnational status of VET could be 

stated. Of interest is for our network,

if these topics are discussed, what answers you find in the policy 

debate and how research has taken these debates into account. For 

our next meeting and conference the above developed topics and 

questions should be guidelines for our presentations.

1. Vocational education (and training) – VET as pedagogical issue

…………

2. VET and occupations and industries

………….

3. VET as social and political issue

………….



Torino 2011: Research for VET policy and practice, hosted by ETF -> 
potential of dialogues with policy makers



Tampere 2013: Myths and brands of vocational education -> self-critical, 
deconstructive and historicizing encounters with VET



Mzumbe 2014: VET beyond European conceptions -> encounter with 
colonialist and imperialist heritage and impact of “European” VET



Valencia 2015: Vocational education, citizenship and 
participation -> encountering VET and functions of VET in the 
wider societal and political landscape



Tampere 2017: Disciplinary struggles in history of education (from Educators 
without borders-workshop) -> critical historicization of hegemonies of knowledge 
production and academization in VET; in the context of environmental and 
“refugee” crisis in Europe/Global North



Zürich 2018: Opening and extending vocational education -> 
problematizing (finally) the conceptual, political and practical bordering 
of vocational, adult and higher/academic education



3. Integration to academic practice: teaching and supervision –
“academic apprenticeship”

•mutual research-based learning between seniors and juniors; exposure 
to practice and politics; cross-cultural, collective critical reflection

•joint modules (for ex. EMVET 1998-2003, Historical and cultural 
characteristics of European VET, Prospects from European integration to 
reform policies in European VET, Substantial and methodological options 
from collaborative and comparative approach for developing European 
research on VET)

•joint curriculum development (for ex. Crosslife 2005-2008: Cross-cultural 
collaboration in lifelong learning and work)

•collaboration through seminars, courses, workshops, supervision of MA 
and Dr students and theses…



EMVET-modules 1998-2003: Jyväskylä January 2001 “Status and prestige of 
VET…”; Leicester March 2002 “Methodological and ethical challenges of cross-
cultural/comparative educational research”



Cross-cultural collaboration in lifelong learning and work (CrossLife)-
program for MA and Dr degrees 2005-2008 (self-reflective and –evaluative research and 
study pathway)

Contents
Crosslife 1 ~10 ECP

Methodological challenges of cross-cultural collaboration (-> “mapping the case”: planning, assessment, qualifications, guidance, quality, pedagogies

imposed internationally/top down < -> space for practitioners´ own agenda ) * in education and work practice * in HE practice * in research practice * in

administrative / governance practice

Crosslife 2 ~10 ECP

Challenges from politically integration and economical globalisation for reconfiguration of (-> skills migration, transformations in division and

organisation of work, educational work, industrial and labour market actors etc. <-> options for collective mobilisation among practitioners, e.g.

educational professionals)

* work/occupations * education-work relation * HE and research * in administrative / governance practice

Crosslife 3 ~10 ECP

Theoretical challenges for cross-cultural (re)conceptualisation of (-> convergence and standardisation of discourses, hegemonic vocabularies and

knowledge <-> critical “archaeology and genealogy” of culturally embedded discourses & resources for developing alternative discourses)

* education and learning * work and occupation * educational expertise * educational science: HE and research

Methods (“pedagogy”)
* Combination of individual and collaborative study and research pathway

* Academic apprenticeship: supervisors/seniors study and research with the juniors

* Sharing cases and study resources during studies and research: variety of data (visual, auditive/oral, texts)

* Cross-cultural and collaborative analyses and interpretations

* Combining studies/research and practice: collaborative design of thematic conferences for practitioners

* Access for wider student population at events taking place at home universities: courses, expert inputs, conferences



Long-term collaboration in courses,
MA and Dr seminars, supervision and
between research groups…



4. Revisiting network mission in the competition university

Research (Intellectual) agenda: Opening the concept of vocational to all forms and 
institutions of education in the framework of earth-economy, planetary or earthly 
work, planet or earth-politics?

• “putting nature at the centre of thinking about work; putting work at the centre of 
our thinking about nature; and setting aside the presumption that human 
organization of any kind (from family forms to transnational corporations) can be 
adequately understood abstracted from the web of life” (Moore, 2017, p.027).

• Recognizing the division of work between earthlings (human and non-human), the 
imbalance between human and non-human labor and energy, and the social and 
economic inequalities and forced migration in the world.

Alternative academic practices: ethos of close and distant practices and encounters 
(Website? Mailing list? Documentation and publishing, Sharing and caring? 
“planetary study circle”?)


